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ABSTRACT

The potential service area for a district heating system includes the

existing downtown Toledo steam system and nine new customers.  An al-

ternative extends the system about ten city blocks to a large hospital

now fueled with oil.  The annual peak demands are estimated at 278.6

and 325.8 million BTU/hr. respectively.
(

Retrofit schemes are similar for both service areas. A back pressure

turbine added in.parallel-·with Toledo Edison's Acme Station No. 2 tur-

bine· wou·ld· provide .steam at· 250 psig. The. plant's electrical output

would decrease 18. and  23  MW  for  the two plans. Scarce fuel saved  is

estimated at  5..·2  and 6.0 million gallons  of #6· oil respectively.

Although no insurmountable barriers were apparent, the success of such

a system is not guaranteed.  Large base load users must make long term

commitments to support the establishment of a system.  Drawbacks to

successful implementation include lack of incentive for potential cus-

tomers to connect to the system due to an apparent abundant supply of

natural gas; difficulty in financing due to the higher risk involved;

reluctance of utility production services to narrow reserve margins

caused by steam extraction; and the future uncertainties about environ-

mental constraints on electric power plants.



INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The purpose of the Demonstration Program is to establish and implement

measures for conserving scarce fuel supplies through cogeneration, by

retrofit of existing base or intermediate loaded electric generating

plants to provide for central heating and cooling systems, with the

ultimate purpose of applying the results to other communities.

31

Phase 1 Objective

The obj ective of Phase   1   is to provide a general  arialysis.  of   generating

plants and market areas to determine gross economic·, legal, and· -technical

feasibility of district heating and cooling systems.·. .The availability

and  usability of by-product  heat, the impact  of heat extraction ·on .plant                             '

cycle, reliability and operating economy will be examined.

Phase 1 Output

The output of Phase 1 will be a recommendation for further detailed

study of promising schemes and reasons for abandonment of schemes not

recommended for further study.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Energy Market Analysis

Three counties were selected for study based on thermal density and

proximity to the candidate power plants.  Based on energy density para-

meters developed in Sweden, thirteen planning districts within Lucas

County emerged as potential areas for detailed study.  Of these, only

Planning District No. 1, which includes the downtown Toledo area, was

identif ied  as "very favorable".
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An area market survey was then conducted to collect data. The survey

encompassed certain apparent energy intensive firms contiguous to or

within a reasonable distance from the downtown -area, in which the existing

oil fired district heating system is located.  The objective of this

approach was to identify large valid potential district heating customers

on which to establish baid heating loads.

Of the twenty-four cuitomers 'surveyed, all but two utilized hot water

or low pressure steam fot the heat transfer medium, making conversion

to a central system practical.

No institutional barriers of any significance surfaced.  Some concern

was expressed relating to regulatoty involvement and compliance to

building codes.  Neither of these is considered to be of a serious nature.

Fifteen respondents indicated they would switch to district heating if

the. delivered cost were equal to the cost of their present energy source.

Eight of those indicated they would pay 15% more.  Eight also stated

that they would only switch if district heating were 15% less.

Based upon these findings, it appears that the existing steam district

heating system can serve as a base load for an expanded distribution

system.  As a result of the survey, these four expansion plans emerged:

''

Potential Service Areas

Expansion Plan                  1         2         3         4

Thermal Demand 106 Btu/Hr.
278.6 325.8 723.0 786.9

Energy Use  10 Btu/Yr. 900.2 1,026.2 2,133.5 2,300.5
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6
The thermal demand of the existing system is approximately 200 x 10

Btu/Hr.

The locations of the proposed expansions are shown on the next page.

Retrofits for.the Candidate Plants.

Toledo Edison's three steam power plants, Davis-Besse Nuclear Power

Station, Bay Shore Station and Acme Station, are potential candidates
*

for.retrofit to provide thermal energy for district heating in,downtown

Toledo and surrounding communities.

Although classified as a candidate plant, Davis-Besse Station is too

distant from potential thermal loads to be considered a feasible source

of energy.  Fixed costs for transmission pipelines alone variedfrom

$12 to $26 per million Btu depending on the market size, making the

cost of energy prohibitive.

Bay Shore Station, the second closest plant to the potential market

area, still established fixed costs for transmission of thermal energy

of $4 to $5 per million Btu greater than Acme Station.  Because of the

efficient design of Bay Shore Station heat cycle, heat extraction is

difficult ind expensive.

Of the three candidate plants, Acme Station is the closest to the

potential load and lends itself well to retrofit. Twenty different

schemes were studied for the retrofit based on either steam extracted

from the turbine flow path or on heat utilized from a non-condensing

back-pressure turbine. Other schemes were considered and are documented

in the report.

./                                                                                                                    I
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Based on the four expansion plans identified in the Energy Market

Analysis, non-condensing steam turbines for operation with inlet steam

of 1450 psig and 235 psig exhaust pressure were selected.  The four

alternate schemes are the same except for capacity and distributi
on

system.  The turbine is connected to a generator with the follo
wing

gross electric output and has the following net steam exporting

capabilities:

4

Steam and Electric Output  ,of Back-Pressure Turbines .

Expansion Plan                  1         2         3        
 4

Gross Electric Output 15.9 Mwe 18.6 Mwe 31.4 Mwe 31.4 Mwe

Steam Output - 235 psig 212,000 248,000 551,000 600,000

(lbs/hr.)

A schematic arrangement of Acme Station which includes the 
new back

pressure turbine is shown on the next page.

There will be a penalty in electrical generating capacity a
ssociated

with the retrofit schemes that are ddsigned to serve each
 Expansion Plan.

Electric Generating Capacity. Reductions

Expansion Plan                  1         2  
       3         4

Capacity Reduction 18 Mwe 23 MWe 54 Mwe 58 Mwe

Distribution Network

In district heating, thermal energy can be delivered to
 the end user

by either a steam or hot water distribution system.
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Asteam system is the recommended transfer medium for this demonstration

project.  Although water is generally preferred if long distances are

involved, distance is not a factor here. In addition, the existing down-

town system and most of the potential load is steam. Those in-building

systems that utilize hot water can be easily retrofitted to accept

steam, where the opposite is more difficult.

4
Present steam users waste condensate to the drain, making the return of

condensate to the plant impractical. Since the condensate will not be

returned, treatment of make-up water becomes an economic factor. In

one retrofit scheme a reboiler was added so that the condensate could

be returned directly to the boiler. It was found that the differential

capital costs for the reboiler and other related equipment could not

be justified by the savings resulting from lesser water treatment

requirements.  The additional fixed charges of $116,000 were three times

greater than the estimated $39,000 in annual savings for reduced water

treatment.

,

Scarce Fuel Savings

The displacement of scarce fuels is accomplished with the proposed

district heating system by utilizing coal to provide the energy in place

of the fuel oil presently being used in Water Street Station as well.as

the oil and natural gas presently being used by potential customers.

The following table illustrates the annual displacement of scarce

fuels through the implementation of the district heating system.
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Potential Annual Displacement of Scarce Fuels

Expansion Plan                 1            2            3            4

Equivalent Gallons #6 Oil 5,236,000 6,007,000 7,327,000 8,442,000

(Totals are Cumulative)

Efficiency of Heat Capture'

In the proposed retrofit schemes, fuel chargeable to steam approximates

60% of the fuel required for a steam-only boiler.  Stated differently,

steam obtained through cogeneration results in a fuel savings of 40%

when compared to a'steam-only boiler.  This figure is valid for full

rated .steam  flow  and  may  vary at other loadings.

Acme Station boilers are more efficient than the Water Street Station

boilers.  There is more line loss from Acme Station, however.  Taking

all factors into account, it is possible to predict the total energy

saved by the proposed district heating systems.

Total Annual Energy Saved with Cogeneration

Expansion Plan                       1         2         3         4

Total Energy Saved 10  Btu/Yr. 411.6 448.7 661.3 666.1

(Cumulative Totals)

Institutional Analysis

No institutional.barriers were identified.that would prevent implementa-

tion of the project.  All agencies involved in the review and approval

process were identified and schedules for completion of the process

were created.  A 12-month approval process is anticipated.  Since the

capacity of Acme Station will not change, no additional emissions will

result. Consequently, a "permit -to install"  is not anticipated  as  a

requirement from Ohio EPA.  It also appears that a letter of intent

filed with the Ohio Power Siting Commission will be necessary once the

decision is made to. proceed, but it is anticipated that no further

action will be required.
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Owbership options reduce  to  two good choices. Public Utility or municipal

-ownership are the most feasible.  Phase 2 will seek to determine tax

advantages of municipal ownership.  Alternative tax exempt bond financing,

will also be explored.

Preliminary Economic Analysis

Essentially, two analyses were performed.  A base case analysis was

done.  A sensitivity analysis was then performed on the base case.

Life cycle savings was chosen as the evaluation parameter to determine

the economic viability of the proposed district heating system.  Each of

the four expansion plans was analyzed to determine the net present value

of the savings over the 25-year life of the investment.

The base.case employed the following values in the study:

Utility Cost of Capital: 12%
50% debt at 10.4%
15% preferred stock at 10.4%
35% common stock at 15%

Inflation Rate:  7%
Start Up Date: 1985
User Discount Rate: 15%
Annual fuel escalation rates in real terms:

Natural gas & oil 6,5%
Coal 3.5%
Electricity   5.5%

(Fuel escalation rates represent midpoints of ranges specified
in DOE contract.)

The  results 'of  the  base case evaluation  is as follows:

Life Cycle Savings
(Millions of 1979 Dollars)

Expansion Plan             1         2         3         4
Life Cycle Savings $21.7 $24.9 $23.4 $26.4
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In addition, results indicated that the projected district heating

price was lower than existing steam and electric prices in 1985, but

was not lower than natural gas or oil until 1990.  District heating was

not lower.than coal used by the customer until the year 2000.  Existing

steam heating customers accrue the greatest proportion of the total

system savings. As mighs ·b€-expected, coal users realize a negative

savings (extra cost) on a per million Btu basis.  Finally, there is

no economy of scale in the proposed system.

In the·sensitivity analysis, fuel price escalation rates, financing

assumptions, start up dates, cost of service, customer consumption, user

discount rates and retrofit alternatives were treated as variables. The

most important result of the sensitivity analysis was that of the parameters

' varied', none had sufficient impact to alter the basic conclusion that

the proposed district heating system is an economically sound venture.

Other results include:

. The scarce fuel escalation rate has the largest impact on the

magnitude of life cycle savings.

. There is considerably more risk associated with Expansion Plans
3 and 4.

. Assuming a zero escalation rate (above inflation) results
in a positive life cycle savings for Plans 1 and 2, but not
3 and 4.

. Changes in financing impacts Expansion Plans 3 and 4 twice
•     as great as Plans 1 and 2.

. Increasing revenue requirements by 25% decreases life cycle
savings 15% for Plan 1, and 40% for Plan 4.

. Decreasing customer consumption by 10% impacts Plan 1 by 15% and
Plan 4 by 25%.

. Expansion Plans 1 and 2 have a higher life-cycle-savings to
capital-cost ratio than Plans 3 and 4.
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Conclusions                           ,..

Four Expansion Plans, originating at the existing downtown steam system,

emerged as potential service areas.  Four retrofit schemes designed to

serve those areas  have been identified.     In.this report expansion plans

and retrofit schemes can be interpreted as identical in meaning.  A

table Of pertinent data is summarized below.

)i

Expansion Plan                       1         2         3         4

6
Thermal Demand - 10 Btu/hr. 278.6 325.8 723.0 786.9

Steam Sendout - Mlbs/hr. 212 248 551 600

Total9Fuel Displaced
- 900.2 1,026.2 2,133.5 2,300.5

10  Btu/Yr.

Fuel Required - 10  Btu/Yr. 488.6 577.5 1,472.2 1,634.4

Scarce Fuel Displaced
- 784.3 910.3 1,097.6 1,264.6

10 ·Btu/Yr.

9Total Energy Sav.ed - 10 Btu/Yr. 411.6 448.7 661.3 666.1
% Saved of Present Use 45.7% 43.7% 31.0% 29.0%

Elec. Capacity Reduction 18 Mwe 23 Mwe 54 Mwe 58 Mwe

Estimated Capital Cost - 11.1 14.0 32.5 34.4
Millions of 1979 $

Life Cycle Savings - Base Case - 21.7 24.9 23.4 26.·4
4                   Millions of 1979 $

Life Cycle Savings - Worst Case* - 5.1 3.6 -3.0 -4.0
Millions of 1979 $

* Fuel escalation rates (real) -
oil and gas, 3%; coal, 7%; electricity, 4%

Conclusions are these:

. The potential market areas are well. defined and practical in scope
and utilize the existing steam system as base load.

. Plant retrofit at Acme consists of back pressure turbine operating   '
in parallel with an existing condensing turbine.
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. Sizeable scarce fuel savings are obtained as a result of the proposed
district heating system.

. No serious institutional barriers are evident.

. The future price of natural gas will be the determining factor as
to whether district heating services are marketable in Toledo.

. Sufficient heat-only boiler capacity for back-up is required to
avoid penalizing the district heating system with the cost of

replacement electrical eneigy.

. The economic analysis can be refined but the accuracy is limited by
the  ability to fqrecast natural gas prices.                                                                                L

Recommendations

It is .recommended tha€ participation in the Demonstration Program be

discontinued.  Unless the uncertainties.regarding the future market for

district heating can be reduced, and the problem of back-up capacity

resolved, the Toledo Project stands little chance of success.

During the course of Phase 1, it was felt that these issues could be

dealt with in Phase 2. Now it is felt that the issues are too indeter-

minate to be resolved to management's satisfaction.

Comments

6
The last three conclusions listed previously contain serious problems.

Although the economic analyses appear satisfactory, the scarce fuel

price escalation rate is the major factor of influence.  Presen&ly, it
--\

is  also  the most vague  o f all escalation rates. The analyses indicate

that under the base case, district heating will be competitive with

natural gas around 1990.  Currently natural gas is in abundant supply

and the price is not rising at a rate equal to inflation.  There is a

strong possibility that present steam customers may elect to convert
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to natural g#hs before the construction of the new system can be completed.

The lack of incentive for customers to convert to Ehe system upon completion,

sums  up the uncertainty  o f the m-arket.

To avoid penalizing the district heating system with the cost of expensive

replacement electrical capacity for the power lost  diie 'to. steani.e traction,

sufficient heat-only boiler capacity needs to be constructed so.that

full electrical production is still possible.  One alternative would be

to increase the coal fired boiler capacity at Acme Station since the

plant is now boiler limited.  This concept is not ppssible under present

EPA regulations for non-attainment 'areas unless the entire plant is

modified to include flue gas desulfurization.  The expense would be

prohibitive.

Use of Water Street Station as a heat-only back-up plant is possible but I.

this would be a cumbersome solution.  Finally, we may be able to locate

additional boiler capacity at a customer's location.  This would require

a large capital investment for very little use. The e-nvironmental con-

straints of such a solution have not been addressed.

It is felt that no satisfactory solution to the back-up problem can be

attained in Phase 2.

Toledo Edison believes that district heating systems can play an impor-

tant role in meeting the energy needs of communities.  However, the

Company do-es not believe that its immediate entry into Phase 2 would be
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,appropriate. Sufficient -time is necessary to determine what really will

happen to the price of natural gas.  Construction of a district heating

· ·   system now in  the 'hope taat ·the future economic conditions will  be  suit-

able for success isan inappropriate strategy for a utility.

Finally,· a solution to'the reduction in plant net electrical capacity

,  due.to, cogeneration·must-be found. Until these obstacles are overcome,                         '
\

Toledo Edison believes.that further participation in the program is not

'   ·.      in the best interests·of all concerned.

TC 1
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